Worksheet for Analysis of a Written Document
Prepare a written report on your assigned poster by answering these questions about it.
A. IDENTIFY THE TYPE OF DOCUMENT (check all that apply):
_____ Advertisement
_____ Legislative document
_____ Birth or death record
_____ Letter, card, or telegram
_____ Census record
_____ Map or diagram
_____ Certificate or title
_____ News article or press release
_____ Diary or journal
_____ Note or memorandum
_____ Divorce or marriage papers
_____ Transcript or professional license
_____ Other ______________________________________________________

B. DESCRIBE THE PHYSICAL APPEARANCE OF THE DOCUMENT:
_____ Handwritten
_____ Unusual Letterhead
_____ Calligraphy
_____ Unusual Paper
_____ Typed
_____ Includes Notations
_____ Mimeographed
_____ Includes Stamp or Seal
_____ Photocopied
_____ Other _____________________
_____ In Frame or Folder

C. LIST IDENTIFYING INFORMATION:
• Date of document
• Name of author or creator of document
• Author’s job title or other identifying information
• Publisher of document, if any, and date of publication

D. IMPORTANT QUESTIONS TO ASK ABOUT THE DOCUMENT:
• How reliable do you assume this source to be? How do you know?
• For what audience or institution was this document written?
• For what purpose was this document written?
• What evidence in the document helps you understand why it was written?
• List three or four important pieces of information from the document.
• Cite one or more compelling or noteworthy quotations from the document.
• What does the document indicate about family, community, or national life at the time it
was written.

E. FURTHER STUDY:

•
•
•

What questions does the document leave unanswered?
Where might you find answers to those questions?
How might this document be useful to historians?

Adapted by TSLA from a worksheet designed and developed by the
National Archives and Records Administration Education Staff.

To the Honorable Senate and the House of Representatives
Of the State of Tennessee.
The memorial of the Manumission Society sheweth that this Society, extensive
and Rapidly growing, is entirely composed of Inhabitants of this State; and has for its
object the melioration of the condition of persons in bondage, by whatever lawful and
prudent means the good of all concerned may be secured and protected. We most
cordially approve the declaration of independence; and hold these truths to be self
evident; “that all men are created equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with
certain unalienable rights; and among these are life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.”
We believe that God has made of one blood all conditions of men to dwell upon the face
of the earth; and that he looks down with an equal eye upon them all; that he is pleased
when they do to others as they would be done unto in similar circumstances; and that he
must be displeased when any disregard this rule. We cannot suppose that having given to
all men rational and immortal minds, he intended to difference of colour in our species,
either as the brand of Slavery, or the title to Oppression: we rather view it as providential
trial of our hearts; to prove what is in us. When therefore we consider the depressed
condition of many in our land, we fully agree with the remark of one of our late
Presidents in his notes on Virginia. “We tremble to reflect that God is just; and that in a
more than possible extremity we know not what Attribute of his nature could take part
with us.” We are confident that nations, states and individuals prosper by righteousness,
as they cannot by any other means; and that their unrighteousness only brings down the
judgments of God upon them with unfailing certainty. We are persuaded that to bring up
children in the expectation of possessing as property the servants who wait upon them, is
to train them to Oppression and tyranny; to indolence and vice; and to prevent the eternal
principles of justice, benevolence and mercy from taking proper hold on their hearts. We
believe also, that slavery tends, on the other hand, to debase the minds of its subjects; and
unfits the rational creatures of God for the noble duties that he requires at their hands. In
this enlightened age these obvious facts are generally admitted with expressions of
lamentation that they exist. It is highly gratifying to reflect that the United States in their
late treaty of Peace with Great Britain, not only condemns the traffic in Slaves as
irreconcilable with the principles of humanity and justice; but engages likewise to use
their best endeavours to promote its entire abolition.
We must take encouragement to hope that every State Legislature will act up on
the same principle; and that our own State in particular will feel a noble ambition early to
manifest their forwardness in so good a work. We are confident that the population,
Strength Wealth Independence, Morality, Respectability and happiness of the state will
be promoted by an agreement between the spirit of our laws, and the above mentioned
articles of the late treaty.
Under these impressions we beg leave respectfully to solicit your most serious
attention to such petitions on the subject as may be laid before your Honourable Body;
and that Laws may be past prohibiting slaves from being brought into the State under any
pretext whatever; for while ever the law leaves it lawful on any account, advantage will
be taken to bring them in and drive them out to any extent; and thus a lawless disposition
be begotten and fostered. Your memorialists are of Opinion, that every thing that would
cherish republicanism in the bosom of the people of this State is worthy of Legislative

support; and whatever would blunt or erase the sacred sentiments of liberty from their
hearts ought to be suppressed. The practice of driving slaves, which is often done in
Irons, on our great roads, through our streets, and before the eyes of our children, is
calculated to produce sentiments and feelings directly hostile to true republicanism; and
is a crime of such black hue, as in the estimation of your memorialists, is worthy to be
declared felony and punished accordingly. Your memoralists beg your attention to the
propriety of interposing effectual legislative authority to prevent husbands and wives,
Parents and children from being sold as to separate them entirely or even unreasonably.
We believe your body, composed of men the choice of freemen, will readily perceive that
the cause of humanity will be greatly promoted by regulating the food, clothing, lodging,
labour and correction of slaves by law.
There is but one other subject to which we now solicit your honourable body; namely,
that the good people of this state be permitted to emancipate their slaves of an age and
state of heath capable of providing a living without restraint or hazard of any kind. We
believe that just and equitable laws on those points, such as you in your wisdom may
enact, will greatly diminish the existing evils of slavery.
Signed of behalf of the Society By,
Joseph Pendleton
Isaac Anderson
Aaron Coppock
____________
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Isaiah Harrison
John Caulson
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